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Uniform Illumination Rendering Using an Array of LEDs: A Signal Processing Perspective
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Abstract—An array of a large number of LEDs will be widely used in future indoor illumination systems. In this paper, we investigate the problem of rendering uniform illumination by a regular LED array on the ceiling of a room. We first present two general results on the scaling property of the basic illumination pattern, i.e., the light pattern of a single LED, and the setting of LED illumination levels, respectively. Thereafter, we propose to use the relative mean squared error as the cost function to measure the uniformity of the realized illumination pattern, and provide an analysis for this cost function. Based on the analysis, the design of a basic illumination pattern is discussed. The performances of a few basic illumination patterns are compared, and an approach for optimizing the basic illumination pattern through a weighted combination of these basic patterns is also proposed. A weighted combination of Gaussian and raised-cosine functions is found to yield the best results. Finally, three basic regular grid shapes for an LED array are compared. The results show that 13% and 39% of LEDs can be saved for the same degree of uniformity, using the hexagonal instead of the rectangular and triangular grid, respectively.

Index Terms—Basic illumination pattern, LED illumination, regular grid, two-dimensional signal processing.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ECENTLY, the rapid development of solid-state lighting (SSL), especially high-brightness light-emitting diodes (LEDs), has attracted much attention. The advantages of LEDs include their high radiative efficiency, long lifetime, high tolerance to humidity, and limited heat generation [1], [2]. Moreover, the cost of LEDs, although still relatively high, decreases quickly due to the rapid development of semiconductor devices.

Because of these advantages, it is believed that LEDs will replace most of the conventional light sources in indoor illumination systems.

For the following reasons, it is beneficial to have a large number of spatially distributed LEDs in an indoor environment. First, the state-of-the-art LED technology [3] still cannot provide sufficient illumination by a single LED. Also, an extremely high-brightness LED luminary compromises eye safety. Moreover, spatially distributed LEDs can potentially provide localized illumination effects. By combining a large number of localized illumination effects, the LED based illumination system can offer more flexibility than conventional light sources, in rendering and changing the illuminance distributions [4]. Localized illumination effects can also reduce the light leakage into areas that do not need illumination so as to maintain energy conservation and prevent glare.

LEDs can be, in principle, arbitrarily distributed, however it is more convenient to have a regular array of LEDs on the ceiling, for the purpose of uniform lighting as well as product manufacturing. In this paper, we thus focus on the case with an array of LEDs in a regular grid which radiates light perpendicularly onto the floor. The considered scenario is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. In an LED array, each single LED has a certain radiation pattern, and when fully switched on, the LED produces an illuminance distribution on the ground, called the basic illumination pattern, denoted as \( f_b(x, y; h) \), as also depicted schematically in Fig. 1. In this definition, the ground is viewed as an \( (x, y) \) plane at a distance \( h \) from the ceiling. When the LED is dimmed to some level, we also get a dimmed basic illumination pattern. The overall illuminance distribution due to multiple LEDs is a superposition of such basic illumination patterns each with potentially different illumination levels.

As introduced above, one of the important advantages of the LED illumination system is the ability to provide a localized illuminance distribution. The granularity of illumination rendering is closely related to the beam width of LEDs. Thus it is desirable to have as narrow a beam width as possible to achieve a fine granularity. However, the most important and common target illumination function in daily lives is still a uniform distribution around the room. Hence, in this paper, we discuss uniform illumination rendered by a regular array of LEDs with beams of prescribed width. In practice, the distance between the ground and the ceiling may not be known accurately. Moreover in certain cases, the distance may not be fixed or it is required to render a uniform illumination pattern at multiple distances from the ceiling simultaneously. Hence, in this paper, we consider uniform illumination rendering across a range of distances.
from the ceiling, or volumetric uniformity. In the literature, e.g., [4], [5], Moreno et al. worked on uniform illumination rendering by a finite LED array, and showed that the uniformity achieved changes with the distance from the ceiling and certain optimum distance can be computed for a given LED setting. In this paper, by comparison, we also investigate in detail the volumetric uniformity at every distance considered to show the evolution of uniformity achieved as the distance changes.

Further, in the literature, there are previous studies on uniform illumination rendering focusing on a finite number of LEDs [4]–[10], for which case the edge effects are significant. In this paper, by comparison, we do not consider the edge effects, because we are focusing on the center uniformity for the case when the number of LEDs is very large, e.g., thousands of LEDs in a room, and the area of a room is also very large, compared to the grid size of the LED array. In this case, the edge effects due to the limited number of LEDs are secondary. More specifically, we consider the limiting case with infinite number of LEDs in an infinitely large room.

For our scenario, we will first present two general results. The first states the scaling property of the basic illumination pattern $f_b(x, y; h)$. We will show that the beam width is expanded, as the distance from the ceiling increases from $h_1$ to $h_2$, linearly by a ratio $h_2/h_1$. Hence considering illumination rendering, e.g., uniform illumination rendering, at different distances from the ceiling by the same LED array is equivalent to considering illumination rendering at one distance by LED arrays with different beam widths. The second general result states that, for any $f_b(x, y; h)$ and any grid shape for the LED array, the illumination pattern with maximum uniformity can be always achieved by setting the intensity levels of all the LEDs to be identical, as long as the cost function to measure uniformity is convex.

Given these two general results, in order to achieve an approximately uniform illumination effect, the remaining system parameters to be optimized are the basic illumination pattern $f_b(x, y; h)$ and the grid shape of the LED array.

For the basic illumination pattern of each LED, we first illustrate its effect through some examples. As discussed above, we consider the illumination effects at different distances from the ceiling. In practice, a widely used model for the radiation pattern of LEDs is the generalized Lambertian function. In [11], we show analytically that the basic illumination pattern due to the generalized Lambertian function can be well approximated by a Gaussian function defined mathematically in Section V-B. Hence, we first consider the Gaussian pattern in more detail. The rendered illumination pattern due to the Gaussian (Gaus) pattern by a rectangular array of LEDs is shown in the left column of Fig. 2, for multiple distances from the ceiling. It can be seen that the uniformity increases with the increase of the distance from the ceiling. This is, however, not true for all patterns. We present another example in the right column of Fig. 2, which is named the raised-cosine (RC) pattern, defined mathematically in Section V-C. The right column of Fig. 2 shows that the uniformity does not increase monotonically as the distance increases. From these examples, the design of $f_b(x, y; h)$ appears to be a key issue, and is considered in more detail in later sections. We also propose an approach to optimize $f_b(x, y; h)$ through a weighted combination of different known illumination patterns.

With respect to the grid shapes of the LED array, putting the LEDs in different regular grid shapes results in different performances in uniform illumination rendering. In this paper, we compare three regular grid shapes and show that significantly better uniformity can be achieved by using the hexagonal instead of the rectangular or triangular grids.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The two general results about the scaling property of $f_b(x, y; h)$ and the setting of illumination levels of the LEDs are presented in Sections II and III, respectively. Key properties of human visual perception and the relative mean squared error (RMSE) function are introduced in Section IV. We compare the performances of different basic patterns and the linear combinations of some of these patterns in Section V. The performances of uniform illumination rendered by an LED array with triangular, rectangular, and hexagonal grid shapes are compared in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.

Note that the Gaussian pattern here is defined as a function of $(x, y; h)$. In the literature, e.g., [8], [9], there is a different definition for the Gaussian pattern as a function of the observation angle.
II. SCALING PROPERTY OF THE BASIC ILLUMINATION PATTERN AND ILLUMINATION RENDERING

For illumination rendering, each LED can be viewed as a point light source and therefore the radiation pattern of each LED can be viewed as a function of the solid angle \( f(\theta) \) in the three-dimensional space. When \( f(\theta) \) is mapped onto a flat surface at certain distance, denoted by \( h \), from the ceiling, we obtain the basic illumination pattern \( f_b(x, y, h) \). More specifically, we have \( f_b(x, y, h) = \left( f(\theta)/x^2 + y^2 + h^2 \right) \) due to the definition of the solid angle [12].

Considering the basic illumination patterns at two different distances \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \), as depicted in Fig. 3, we obtain that \( f_b(x_1, y_1; h_1) = f(\theta)/\left( h_1^2 + x_1^2 + y_1^2 \right) \) and \( f_b(x_2, y_2; h_2) = f(\theta)/\left( h_2^2 + x_2^2 + y_2^2 \right) \). Letting \( r_h = h_2/h_1 = x_2/x_1 = y_2/y_1 \), we get \( f_b(x_2, y_2; h_2) = f_b(x_1, y_1; h_1)/r_h^2 \), i.e.

\[
 f_b(x, y; r_h h) = \frac{1}{r_h^2} f_b \left( \frac{x}{r_h}, \frac{y}{r_h}; h \right). \tag{1} 
\]

It can be seen from (1) that the basic illumination pattern at \( r_h h \) is identical to that at \( h \) with its beam width scaled by \( r_h \). Of course the total light energy does not scale with \( h \), as can be obtained from (1)

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f_b(x, y; r_h h) \, dx \, dy = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f_b(x, y; h) \, dx \, dy.
\]

Moreover, the overall illumination pattern is a linear superposition of the basic illumination patterns from multiple LEDs. Let \( f_e(x, y, h, \omega) \) denote the overall illumination pattern at \( h \) implemented by an LED array with the beam width of each LED to be \( \omega \), i.e.

\[
f_e(x, y, h, \omega) = \sum \frac{v_i}{\omega^2} f_b \left( \frac{x-x_i}{\omega}, \frac{y-y_i}{\omega}; h \right) \tag{2}
\]

where \((x_i, y_i)\) and \(v_i\) represent the location and intensity level of the \(i\)th LED, respectively, and \(0 \leq v_i \leq 1\). Note that the specific definition for beam width is irrelevant to (2), and discussions on the definition of will be provided Section V-D. From (1) and (2), we can obtain the following property.

1) Property 1: Scaling property of illumination rendering

The illumination, denoted by \( f_e(x, y; h, \omega) \), at distance \( h \) from the ceiling, realized by an LED array with the beam width of each LED to be \( \omega \), satisfies

\[
f_e(x, y; r_h h, \omega) = f_e(x, y; h, r_h \omega) \tag{3}
\]

i.e., the scaling of \( h \) and \( \omega \) are interchangeable when considering illumination rendering by an LED array.

From Property 1, we will only consider illumination rendering over a range of distances from the ceiling by an LED array with fixed beam width in the rest of the paper. The results obtained can be easily extended into the case when the beam width of the LEDs can be also adjusted. Hence in Sections III–VI, the parameter \( \omega \) will be dropped when writing relevant functions.

III. OPTIMUM INTENSITY LEVEL SETTING FOR UNIFORM ILLUMINATION RENDERING

In order to produce a uniform illumination pattern, we set LEDs to some illumination levels, \( \{v_i\} \). We define an error function, \( f_e(x, y, h) \triangleq f_e(x, y; h) - f_t \), where \( f_t \) is the target uniform illumination pattern which is constant over the \((x, y)\) space. A cost function, denoted by \( \xi(f_e) \), can thus be used to measure the level of uniformity achieved. An optimum LED intensity setting, \( \{v_i\}_{\text{opt}} \), is the setting such that \( \xi(f_e) \) is minimized. A large category of possible cost functions, such as \( \xi(f_e) = \max_{x,y} [f_e(x, y)] \) and \( \xi(f_e) = \int_x \int_y f_e(x, y)\, dx \, dy \), can be shown to be convex functions with respect to \( f_e \), i.e.

\[
\xi(\alpha f_{e,1} + (1 - \alpha) f_{e,2}) \leq \alpha \xi(f_{e,1}) + (1 - \alpha) \xi(f_{e,2}) \tag{4}
\]

where \( f_{e,1} \) and \( f_{e,2} \) are two error functions due to different setting \( \{v_i\} \), and \( 0 \leq \alpha \leq 1 \).

For such commonly used convex cost functions, and due to the shift-invariance of the rendered illumination pattern with respect to a regular LED grid, we can obtain the optimum LED intensity level setting as follows.

First consider an arbitrary setting of the LED intensity levels and denote it as a vector \( v_1 \triangleq [v_{1,1}, v_{1,2}, \ldots]^T \), where \( \cdot^T \) denotes the transpose operation. We can simply shift the LED illumination level settings by one LED with respect to the LED array, e.g., the new illumination level of each LED equals the original level of the LED next to it on the left.\(^2\) Let \( v_2 \) denote the new LED intensity levels. It is clear that the illumination effect is shift-invariant under the scenario considered in this paper, i.e.

\[
\xi(f_e|v_1) = \xi(f_e|v_2). \tag{5}
\]

\(^2\)As an example to illustrate this operation, we look at an infinite row of LEDs with illumination levels to be \( \ldots , v_0 , v_1 , v_2 , v_0 , v_1 , v_2 \ldots \) corresponding to the LED locations. Now, we can compose another setting to be \( \ldots , v_2 , v_0 , v_1 , v_2 , v_0 , v_1 , v_2 \ldots \) while the locations of LEDs do not change. These two settings will give the identical performance in terms of uniform illumination rendering. Note that we give an example of repetitive setting for illustration, this is however not necessary to prove Property 2.
We then obtain the average of \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \), i.e., \( v_{\text{ave}} = (v_1 + v_2)/2 \). It is clear that the average illuminance rendered due to \( v_1 \), \( v_2 \) and \( v_{\text{ave}} \) are all the same. Furthermore, we have that \( f_{v_1}|v_{\text{ave}} = (f_{v_1}|v_1 + f_{v_1}|v_2)/2 \). Due to the convexity of the cost function, we have

\[
\xi(f_{v_1}|v_{\text{ave}}) \leq \frac{1}{2} (\xi(f_{v_1}|v_1) + \xi(f_{v_1}|v_2)) = \xi(f_{v_1}|v_1) \tag{6}
\]

where the last equality holds because of (5). Therefore, the level of uniformity in the illumination effect achieved by any LED illumination level, \( v_1 \), is upper-bounded by that achieved by a corresponding shifted-and-averaged level \( v_{\text{ave}} \).

The above shift-and-average operation can be further extended to arbitrary number of shifts, denoted by \( N_{\text{shift}} \), with respect to the LED array, i.e., \( v_{\text{ave}} = (1/N_{\text{shift}}) \sum_{n=1}^{N_{\text{shift}}} v_n \). When \( N_{\text{shift}} \) gets large, \( v_{\text{ave}} \) asymptotically becomes the vector where all the elements are identical, i.e., a uniform setting of intensity levels. Further, if \( v_1 \) is a uniform illumination setting, \( v_{\text{ave}} \) is equal to \( v_1 \), and thus the cost function can not be further minimized by this shift-and-average operation. Hence we obtain the following property.

1) Property 2: If the cost function to measure the uniformity in terms of illumination rendering, \( \xi(f_{v_1}) \), is convex with respect to \( f_{v_1} \), and due to the shift-invariance property of a rendered illumination pattern, the optimum uniformity can be achieved by setting the LED intensity levels to be identical.

Note that if the given convex cost functions are minimized by the setting \( v_{\text{ave}} \), any monotonic function of such convex functions will be also minimized, such as \( \xi(f_{v_1}) = \log \max_{x,y} f_{v_1}(x,y) \) and \( \xi(f_{v_1}) = \int \int f_{v_1}(x,y) \log f_{v_1}(x,y) \mathrm{d}x \mathrm{d}y \).

Finally, note that the general result presented above in this section is focused on the case without considering the edge effects, as discussed in the Section I. If the number of LEDs is small, the edge effects can be quite visible, thus different intensity level setting can be used. For instance, a viable option is to set the intensity levels at the edge of the LED array differently from that in the center of the LED array [4], [5].

IV. HUMAN PERCEPTION AND COST FUNCTION

As aforementioned, some cost function needs to be used to measure the uniformity achieved in terms of illumination rendering. In this section, we discuss a few properties of human perception and propose a convex cost function based on RMSE. Similar MSE based cost functions were also used in [7], [9].

A. Human Perception

When looking at an illuminated target location, the human visual system treats it as a light source and the exact measurement of the light intensity perceived, called luminance, is the amount of light reflected from the location per unit area in the direction of the eyes. This measurement is dependent on many factors, e.g., the type of the reflecting surface and the position of the eyes. Therefore a widely used criterion for designing illumination effects is the measurement of the illumination intensity incident on the target location, also called illumination [13], measured in lumen/m².

The human visual system in principle can process a very wide range of illuminance, however not all at the same time. It continuously adapts itself according to the background or environmental lighting conditions. In general, the human visual system is more sensitive to the light in a dark background than in a bright background. For uniform illumination rendering, the target illumination effect is a uniform background lighting. Therefore, the “visibility” of an illumination distortion or illumination pattern at the target location can be characterized by the contrast ratio \( C = f_e(x, y; h)/f_t \) [13]. This characterization is also consistent with the Weber’s law for human perception [13]. Further, there is in practice a threshold for \( C \), denoted by \( C_{\text{th}} \), below which \( f_e(x, y; h) \) is not visible.

B. Cost Function

In this section, we propose a MSE based cost function for analytical tractability, taking human perception properties into consideration. More specifically, we propose RMSE as the cost function, i.e.,

\[
\xi_{\text{RMSE}} = \frac{1}{|A|} \int_{(x,y) \in A} \frac{f_e^2(x, y; h)}{f_t^2} q(x, y; h) \mathrm{d}x \mathrm{d}y \tag{7}
\]

where \( A \) is the region of the illumination pattern considered. To investigate uniform illumination in an infinite space by a regular LED array, we later show that we only need to compute the RMSE in one or a few, depending on the LED grid shapes, unit areas corresponding to an LED grid. The RMSE is normally shown in dB scale, i.e.,

\[
\xi_{\text{RMSE}}(\text{dB}) = 10 \log_{10} \xi_{\text{RMSE}} \tag{8}
\]

Next, we give a quantitative example of the range of MSEs that is perceivable based on the threshold properties introduced in Section IV-A. Assume by way of illustration that there is a two-dimensional raised-cosine illumination pattern, the exact definition of which is shown in Section V-C, on a uniform lighting background at the distance \( h \) from the ceiling, and that the contrast ratio between the illuminance of the raised-cosine illumination pattern and that of the background is exactly \( C_{\text{th}} \). More precisely, assume that

\[
\frac{f_e(x, y; h)}{f_t} = C_{\text{th}} \left( 1 + \cos \frac{2\pi}{s_0} x \right) \left( 1 + \cos \frac{2\pi}{s_0} y \right) \tag{9}
\]

where \( s_0 \) denotes the distance between neighboring LEDs on the ceiling. For this case, \( A \) in (7) is the region where \( -s_0/2 \leq x, y \leq s_0/2 \). This example is used since it represents the key spatial frequency component in the distortion for uniform illumination rendering by a square array of LEDs with grid size \( s_0 \), as illustrated in Fig. 1. By comparing (7) and (9), we obtain that \( \xi_{\text{RMSE}} = (3/2)C_{\text{th}} \). From [13], it is shown that \( C_{\text{th}} \) may vary from 0.01 to 100 depending on many factors, such as the background illumination level, i.e., \( f_t \) in this paper, and direction of the observer. For instance, \( C_{\text{th}} \) is larger when \( f_t \) is higher. Hence, the perceivable \( \xi_{\text{RMSE}} \) for an observer can range from \(-18\) to 22 dB in practice. Hence, RMSE values well outside this range are of no interest to this paper.

Given the definition of the RMSE cost function, we are ready to evaluate the performance of uniform illumination rendering across a range of distances from the ceiling. Based on the evaluation, we can also optimize system parameters to achieve more
uniform illumination patterns. From Property 1 and Property 2, it is clear that, in order to achieve uniform illumination, the remaining system parameters to be optimized are the basic illumination pattern \( f_b(x, y; h) \) and the grid shape of the LED array, which will be discussed in Sections V and VI, respectively.

V. DESIGN OF BASIC ILLUMINATION PATTERN

In this section, we investigate the uniformity in the illumination effect achieved by the uniform LED illumination level setting for a rectangular array of LEDs, in order to compare and design basic illumination patterns \( f_b(x, y; h) \). In this case, the \((x, y)\) locations of the LEDs can be written as \((ls_x, ns_y)\), where both \(l\) and \(n\) are integers. Without loss of generality, we first consider the square grid, i.e., \(s_x = s_y = s_o\), in Section V-A. Further reason about why the square grid is of particular interest is discussed in Section VI. Extensions of the results obtained for the square grid into general rectangular grid is trivial and thus not shown in this paper. Further extension of the results obtained for the rectangular grid to other regular grid shapes will also be presented in Section VI.

A. Evaluation of RMSE

First, we derive the exact expression of RMSE when the LED intensity levels are set to be identical according to Property 2. Let \(v_c\) denote the illumination levels of the LEDs, where \(v_c\) is a constant according to Property 2. The target illumination effect \(f_t\) is also the mean value of the illumination on a flat surface at distance \(h\) that can be evaluated as follows:

\[
f_t = \frac{1}{s_o^2} \int_{-s_o/2}^{s_o/2} \int_{-s_o/2}^{s_o/2} \sum_{l=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} v_c f_b(x-ls_o, y-ns_o; h) \, dx \, dy \]

\[
= \sum_{l=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{1}{s_o^2} \int_{-s_o/2}^{s_o/2} \int_{-s_o/2}^{s_o/2} v_c f_b(x, y; h) \, dx \, dy 
= \frac{v_c}{s_o^2} \int_{-s_o/2}^{s_o/2} \int_{-s_o/2}^{s_o/2} f_b(x, y; h) \, dx \, dy 
= \frac{v_c}{s_o^2} \int_{-s_o/2}^{s_o/2} \int_{-s_o/2}^{s_o/2} f_b(x, y; h) \, dx \, dy 
\]

(10)

where \(F_b\) is the total flux of an LED, i.e., \(F_b = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f_b(x, y; h) \, dx \, dy\). Intuitively, (10) can be explained as follows. Due to the symmetry of the LED array and the uniform illumination level setting, the optical power shed on to each \(s_o \times s_o\) area around the \((x, y)\) location of an LED is identical. The total power shed on the surface from each LED is \(v_c F_b\). Hence, the mean value of illumination is given by

\[
f_t = \lim_{N \to \infty} \frac{N v_c F_b}{N s_o^2} = \frac{v_c F_b}{s_o^2}, \quad (11)
\]

We can thus further evaluate the performance of rendering such a uniform illumination pattern through considering the RMSE cost function defined in (7), yielding (12), as shown at the bottom of the page. In (12), \(F_b(u, v; h)\) is the Fourier transform of \(f_b(x, y; h)\), known as

\[
F_b(u, v; h) \prod \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f_b(x, y; h) \, dx \, dy 
\]

(13)

A detailed derivation of (12) is shown in Appendix I. Effectively, \(\xi_{RMSE}\) is obtained through sampling \(F_b\) and the summation of all the samples except the DC component.

Until now, we only discussed the light shed on the surface directly from LEDs. Light may also propagate through one or more diffuse reflections and eventually arrive at some location. Due to the nature of diffuse reflections, the light from diffuse reflections is approximately uniformly distributed [14]. There may exist other light sources, e.g., fluorescent lamps, in an indoor environment, the illumination due to which can be also viewed as uniformly distributed. In the presence of uniform background light, the absolute MSE in terms of rendering uniform illumination does not change. The effect on the RMSE can be fully accounted for by incorporating the power from diffuse reflections and background light into \(f_t\), and modifying it into \(f_t = \gamma f_t\). Therefore, we get \(\xi_{RMSE}(h) = (1/\gamma) \xi_{RMSE}(h)\). The ratio \(\gamma\) is close to one when there is no strong background light. As a numerical example, for the ceiling and floor with 50% reflectivity, \(\gamma\) is about 1.33, when considering infinite number of reflections. In this case, \(\xi_{RMSE}\) is only 1.24 dB lower due to the reflected light. We will also later see that this \(\gamma\) does not influence the main conclusions of this paper. In the rest of this paper, we focus on the case without strong background light, and, hence, \(\gamma\) is neglected.

From (12), \(\xi_{RMSE}(h)\) remains a function of \(h\), and (12) in fact presents a convenient approach to compute \(\xi_{RMSE}(h)\) numerically, in comparison to the original two-dimensional integral which is quite complicated to compute. Furthermore, from (1), we can obtain that

\[
F_b(u, v; r_h) = F_b(r_h u, r_h v; h). \quad (14)
\]
Hence from (12), we get

\[ \xi_{\text{RMSE}}(r_h, h) = \frac{1}{F_h} \left[ \sum_{\{ l, n \mid l^2 + n^2 \neq 0 \}} \left| F_h \left( \frac{l}{s_0}, \frac{n}{s_0}; r_h, h \right) \right|^2 \right]^{1/2} \]

This expression shows that, as the distance \( h \) changes to \( r_h \), \( \xi_{\text{RMSE}} \) can be simply obtained by changing the sampling rate of \( F_h(u, v; h) \) from \( 1/s_0 \) into \( r_h/s_0 \). Thus, (15) further gives a low-complexity approach to evaluate \( \xi_{\text{RMSE}} \) across a range of distances from the ceiling.

Now, it is shown that \( \xi_{\text{RMSE}} \) is determined by the function \( F_h(u, v; h) \) or \( f_h(x, y; h) \). Further, from (15), we are ready to design \( f_h(x, y; h) \) in order to achieve minimal \( \xi_{\text{RMSE}} \). Before that, we first compare the performances of a few known functions as \( f_h(x, y; h) \).

### B. Performance of a Gaussian Basic Illumination Pattern

In practice, a widely used model for the radiation pattern of LEDs is the generalized Lambertian function. In [11], we show that \( f_h(x, y; h) \) in this case can be well approximated by a two-dimensional Gaussian function \( f_g(x, y, h) \), i.e.

\[ f_g(x, y, h) = \frac{c_h}{2\sigma_h^2} \exp \left\{ -\frac{x^2 + y^2}{2\sigma_h^2} \right\} \]

where \( \sigma_h^2 \) is the variance and \( c_h \) is a normalization factor. The Fourier transform of \( f_g(x, y, h) \) can be obtained as \( F_g(u, v; h) = c_h \exp \left\{ -2\pi^2 \sigma_h^2 (u^2 + v^2) \right\} \).

The RMSE function in (12) can be derived as follows:

\[ \xi_{\text{RMSE}}(h) = \frac{1}{F_h} \left[ \sum_{\{ l, n \mid l^2 + n^2 \neq 0 \}} \left| F_h \left( \frac{l}{s_0}, \frac{n}{s_0}; h \right) \right|^2 \right]^{1/2} \]

\[ = \frac{c_h}{F_h} \left( \vartheta_3 \left( 0, \exp \left( -\frac{4\pi^2 \sigma_h^2}{s_0^2} \right) \right) \right)^{1/2} - 1 \]

where \( \vartheta_3(\cdot, \cdot) \) is the Jacobi theta function of type three. Numerical results for \( \xi_{\text{RMSE}}(h) \) are given in Fig. 7.

From (15) and the following Lemma 1, it can be seen that \( \xi_{\text{RMSE}}(h) \) is monotonically decreasing as \( h \) increases, as was illustrated in Fig. 2.

**Lemma 1:** A sufficient condition for \( \xi_{\text{RMSE}} \) to be monotonically decreasing as \( h \) increases is that \( |F_h(u, v)|^2 \) is also monotonically decreasing as \( |u| \) or \( |v| \) increases.

**Proof:** From (15), we have (18), as shown at the bottom of the page. Since \( \partial \left( |F_h(u, v; h)|^2 \right)/\partial u \leq 0 \) when \( u \geq 0 \) and \( \partial \left( |F_h(u, v; h)|^2 \right)/\partial u \geq 0 \) when \( u \leq 0 \), and since the same property applies to the partial derivative of \( F_h(u, v; h)^2 \) by \( v \), we have \( d(\xi_{\text{RMSE}}^2(r_h, h))/dr_h \leq 0 \). Because \( d(\xi_{\text{RMSE}}^2(r_h, h))/dr_h = 2\xi_{\text{RMSE}}(r_h, h)d(\xi_{\text{RMSE}}(r_h, h))/dr_h \), and \( \xi_{\text{RMSE}}(r_h, h) \geq 0 \), we have \( d(\xi_{\text{RMSE}}(r_h))/dr_h \leq 0 \).

From Lemma 1, we can identify many other functions \( f_h(x, y; h) \) as basic illumination patterns, for which \( \xi_{\text{RMSE}}(h) \) keeps decreasing as \( h \) increases. This is a useful property in the sense that we only need to design the LED patterns to satisfy some requirement on \( \xi_{\text{RMSE}}(h) \) at a certain target distance \( h_0 \) and do not need to pay attention to \( \xi_{\text{RMSE}}(h) \) at a larger distance. Examples of such functions include the linear roll-off function, \( f_h(x, y) = c_1 (1 - c_2 |x|) (1 - c_3 |y|) \); the two-dimensional Gaussian function, the exponential function \( f_h(x, y) = c_1 \exp \left( -2\pi^2 \sigma_h^2 (x^2 + y^2) \right) \); and the Lorentzian function \( f_h(x, y) \propto \left( \left( c_2^2 + x^2 \right) \left( c_3^2 + y^2 \right) \right)^{-1} \), where \( c_1, c_2, c_3 \) are constants.

Although the Gaussian basic pattern and some other patterns introduced by now have the appealing property that the resulting \( \xi_{\text{RMSE}}(h) \) is monotonic, perfect uniformity, i.e., \( \xi_{\text{RMSE}}(h) = 0 \), can never be achieved at any distance \( h \). In Section V-C, by comparison, we are going to present a family of basic illumination patterns that will make \( \xi_{\text{RMSE}}(h) = 0 \) at certain distances.

### C. Performances of the Family of Raised-Cosine Patterns

From (12), \( \xi_{\text{RMSE}} = 0 \) at certain \( h_0 \), if and only if \( F_h(l/n_0, n/s_0; h_0) \) is nonzero when \( n = 0 \) and \( l = 0 \), and zero otherwise.

Further, after working out the scaling parameters, we have an extension of the well known Nyquist pulse shaping criterion [15].

**Lemma 2:** Extended Nyquist Pulse Shaping Criterion:

The necessary and sufficient condition for

\[ \sum_{l = -\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n = -\infty}^{\infty} f_h(x - l s_0, y - n s_0; h_0) = 1, \quad \forall (x, y) \]  

is

\[ F_h \left( \frac{l}{s_0}, \frac{n}{s_0}; h_0 \right) = s_0^2 \delta(l, n) \]

where \( \delta(\cdot) \) is the Kronecker delta function. Lemma 2 defines an entire class of functions \( f_h(x, y; h) \), through which we can achieve perfect uniformity at \( h_0 \). Of particular interest in this paper, we consider the family of separable raised-cosine functions due to two reasons. One is that it is limited in the spatial domain. The other is that this family of functions

\[ \frac{d^2 \xi_{\text{RMSE}}^2(r_h, h)}{dr_h^2} = \frac{1}{F_h^2} \sum_{\{ l, n, l^2 + n^2 \neq 0 \}} \left| \frac{\partial |F_h(u, v; h)|^2}{\partial u} \right|_{u = d(r_h, s_0)} \cdot \frac{l}{s_0} + \left| \frac{\partial |F_h(u, v; h)|^2}{\partial v} \right|_{v = d(r_h, s_0)} \cdot \frac{n}{s_0}, \]
includes shapes with different steepness corresponding to different roll-off factor $\beta$. The raised-cosine function at $h_0$ can be written as

$$f_0(x, y; h_0) = r_0(x; \beta) r_0(y; \beta)$$
$$F_0(u, v; h_0) = F r_0(u; \beta) F r_0(v; \beta)$$

where

$$r_0(x; \beta) = \begin{cases} 1, & |x| \leq 1 + \frac{\beta}{2}s_0 \\ \frac{1}{2} \cos\left(\frac{\pi}{s_0} \left( |x| - \frac{1 - \beta}{2}s_0 \right) \right), & \frac{1 - \beta}{2}s_0 < |x| \leq \frac{1 + \beta}{2}s_0 \\ 0, & \text{elsewhere} \end{cases}$$

and its Fourier transform

$$F r_0(u; \beta) = s_0 \text{sinc}(\pi u s_0) \cos\left(\frac{\pi}{s_0} u s_0 \right) \left( 1 - \frac{\beta}{2} u^2 s_0^2 \right).$$

Note that the expressions for the raised-cosine pattern, (21) to (24), at $h_0$ do not depend on the value of $h_0$, while only depend on $s_0$. A practical example for such raised-cosine pattern can be $h_0 = 2$ m while $s_0 = 0.1$ m, for an LED array with narrow beams. The general expression at any $h$ for $f_0(x, y; h)$ and $F_0(u, v; \eta_n h)$ can be obtained through (1) and (14).

For this particular family of basic patterns, perfect uniformity is achieved at $h_0$. At this distance, the $\pm 3$ dB beam width is $s_0/2$, i.e., the value of $f_0(x, y; h)$ decreases to half of its maximum at the middle of two neighboring LEDs. More discussions on beam width definitions are presented in Section V-D. The illumination pattern rendered at another distance $h$ can be expressed as a function of $h/h_0$.

For $h/h_0$ smaller than or greater than one, $\xi_{\text{RMS}}(h)$ becomes nonzero. When $h/h_0$ decreases below one, $\xi_{\text{RMS}}(h)$ keeps increasing. On the contrary, as $h_0/h_0$ increases above one, $\xi_{\text{RMS}}$ will be reduced again. After many fluctuations, $\xi_{\text{RMS}}$ approaches zero as $h/h_0$ goes to infinity. Further for the class of raised-cosine functions, we focus on the case when $h_0$ corresponds to the first null of $F_0(u, v; h)$ to provide the lowest possible beam width, and thus the minimum illumination granularity can be achieved.

Fig. 4 illustrates the trend of $\xi_{\text{RMS}}(h)$ as $h$ changes, for raised-cosine functions with different roll-off factors, denoted by $\beta$. Note that it is in general difficult to obtain closed-form expressions for (15), however, for the functions we are interested in this paper, e.g., raised-cosine functions, the dominant factors in (15) are only the first few terms. It may be shown through numerical computations that (15) almost converges as $l$ and $n$ are summed until 20.

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that, although a raised-cosine function $f_0$ with any roll-off factor $\beta$ results in perfect uniformity at $h_0$, $\xi_{\text{RMS}}$ at other distances can be quite different $\beta$. In general, $\xi_{\text{RMS}}$ is lower at a higher $\beta$. More specifically, we compare the worst case $\xi_{\text{RMS}}$, i.e., the largest $\xi_{\text{RMS}}$, in the range $h \geq h_0$ and depict the results in Fig. 5. It is seen that the raised-cosine function with $\beta = 1$ outperforms all other functions with smaller $\beta$. Hence in the rest of this paper, we only focus on the case with $\beta = 1$.

In this section, we discussed the optimum $f_0$ according to the extended Nyquist pulse shaping criterion. The applicability of such non-Gaussian basic patterns is due to the assumption that we are allowed to implement such $f_0$ through designing the optical component attached to the LEDs. Some practical constraints on $f_0$ considered in this paper include $f_0 > 0$. $f_0$ is symmetrical, i.e., $f_0(-x, y) = f_0(x, y)$ and $f_0(x, -y) = f_0(x, y)$, or rotationally symmetrical, i.e., $f_0(x, y) = f_0(x \cos \phi - y \sin \phi, y \cos \phi + x \sin \phi)$, $\forall \phi \in [0, 2\pi]$, in the spatial domain for convenience in manufacturing. Moreover, $f_0$ is monotonically decreasing from the center of the beam.

D. Comparison of Basic Patterns $f_0$

In this section, we compare different basic illumination patterns based on their performances in uniform illumination rendering across a range of distances. To compare the performance...
of the proposed basic patterns, we consider the tradeoff between rendering of uniform illumination patterns and the granularity in rendering of localized illumination patterns. For the performance of rendering uniform illumination patterns, we focus on the range of distances which are larger than a target distance $h_0$. To make a fair comparison in terms of rendering of localized illumination patterns, we consider all the basic illumination patterns with the same beam width. We provide two criteria for the definition of beam width. In the first criterion, the beam width is defined as the distance between the LED location and the position along the LED grid where $f_b$ is reduced to half of its maximum value. Therefore, this criterion focuses on the central part of a beam and is named center fitting criterion. The other criterion focuses on the perceivable edge size of $f_b$, and the beam width is defined as the distance between the LED location and the position along the LED grid where $f_b$ is reduced by 20 dB (see Section IV-B). Hence this criterion is named edge fitting criterion. These two criteria represent two distinct cases of beam width definition. Results for other criteria can be obtained similarly.

As discussed in Section V-C, we only need to consider the case with roll-off factor $\beta = 1$ in the family of raised-cosine (RC) functions. We also consider a few other functions. The one-dimensional illustrations of these functions are shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b), for the center fitting criterion and edge fitting criterion, respectively. The $x$-coordinate is normalized by $s_o$. This normalization is taken because the level of uniformity achieved is mostly dependent on how much overlap exists between the light beams of neighboring LEDs. Hence a meaningful definition of beam width should be in terms of $s_o$. From Fig. 6, there is no visible difference between the Gaussian pattern and the Lambertian pattern for the case when $h = 2\text{ m}$, and $s_o = 0.1\text{ m}$, which represents a normal indoor situation. Therefore, we will only consider the Gaussian pattern in the rest of the paper. The reason why this difference is dependent on $h$ and $s_o$ is because, as will be shown in [11], the difference depends quite strongly on the Lambertian mode number, which in turn depends on the beam width at $h$. The beam width is, as discussed above, normalized in terms of $s_o$. The curve corresponding to the weighted combination of Gaussian (Gaus) and raised cosine (RC) functions is explained later in Section V-E.

The RMSE in rendering uniform illumination by these basic patterns is depicted and compared in Fig. 7(a) and (b), for the center fitting criterion and the edge fitting criterion, respectively. It can be seen that the RMSE for the raised-cosine and linear roll-off functions fluctuates when $h/h_o$ increases above one, although perfect uniformity can be achieved at $h_o$. In contrast, the RMSE for the exponential, Gaussian and Lorentzian functions keeps decreasing while $h/h_o$ increases above one, although perfect uniformity cannot be achieved. Therefore we propose to use the worst case RMSE in the range of $h/h_o \geq 1$ in order to make a fair comparison of all the functions. The worst case RMSE corresponds to the most observable error. From Fig. 7, two interesting basic patterns are the Gaussian pattern and the RC pattern. Both yield low RMSE, and appear to be similar in the spatial distribution. This motivates us to further explore the possibility of linearly combining these two and other patterns.

E. Optimization of $f_b$ Through Linear Combination

In Section V-D, we compared a few known functions as basic illumination patterns. To further optimize $f_b$, we propose to introduce more basic patterns through linear combination of some of the known functions, i.e.

$$\hat{f}_b = \sum_i \alpha_i f_{bi}$$

where \{$f_{bi}\$} are the presented basic patterns, $\alpha_i \geq 0$ for each $i$ and $\sum_i \alpha_i = 1$ such that the beam widths of different patterns are all identical. The linear combination of different basic patterns can yield a tradeoff between the advantages and disadvantages of different patterns. Moreover, as an example, the Fourier transform of the Gaussian function or exponential function is always positive while that of the raised cosine functions...
Fig. 7. RMSE in rendering uniform illumination by a regular LED array for different basic patterns with the same beam width based on two different criteria.

Fig. 8. Worst case RMSE in rendering uniform illumination by linear combinations of different basic patterns with identical beam widths.

may be positive or negative. Therefore, the linear combination of Gaussian and raised-cosine, or exponential and raised-cosine can perform even better due to possible cancelations.

The performances of different combinations, in terms of worse case RMSE for $h/h_o \geq 1$, are shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b), for the center fitting criterion and the edge fitting criterion, respectively. It shows that the performance of a linear combination of the raised-cosine and some other functions, such as the Gaussian, exponential and Lorentzian functions, can potentially be better than either of the original ones. Furthermore, for the center fitting criterion, it can be seen from Fig. 8(a) that the linear combination of the raised-cosine and Gaussian functions when $\alpha_1 = 0.6$, where $\alpha_1$ is the combination coefficient corresponding to the raised-cosine function, gives the best performance, which is more than 3 dB better than that given by either the Gaussian or raised-cosine pattern. The beam shape of this linear combination is also depicted in Fig. 6(a). We can observe that this function is very close to the raised-cosine function, except that its tails are heavier due to the Gaussian component. Similarly, for edge fitting criterion, Fig. 8(b) shows that the linear combination of raised-cosine and three other functions considered provide similar performances, and all perform best when $\alpha_1 = 0.8$. The best performance achieved is roughly 10 and 2 dB better than that given by the Gaussian and raised-cosine basic pattern, respectively.

It is illustrated in Fig. 6 that the Gaussian pattern is a very good two-dimensional approximation of the generalized Lambertian pattern of LEDs. In this section, we showed that the significantly better performance of uniform illumination rendering than that by the Gaussian basic pattern can be achieved by the proposed optimization approach. Moreover, the lowest RMSE obtained through this optimization is hardly perceivable, referring to Section IV-B.
F. Additional Discussions on Beam Widths and Beam Shapes

In the above discussions, we compared a few basic patterns with identical beam widths. In particular, we chose the beam width to be $0.5s_o$ for the center fitting criterion and $0.95s_o$ for the edge fitting criterion, because these two beam widths correspond to the same raised-cosine pattern for which perfect uniformity is achieved at $h_o$ with minimum illumination granularity. For different scenarios, other values for beam widths can be chosen in order to compare different patterns. It turns out that there is a tradeoff between uniform illumination rendering and illumination granularity.

For the Gaussian basic pattern, increasing beam width, which is equivalent to increasing $h/h_o$ due to Property 1, in Fig. 7(a), results in lower RMSE at the cost of larger illumination granularity. When the beam width for the center fitting criterion is increased to $0.6s_o$, the RMSE is no longer perceivable. For the raised-cosine pattern and the weighted combination of the Gaussian and raised-cosine pattern, on the other hand, increasing the beam width from $s_o$ to $0.6s_o$ does not result in any change in the worst case RMSE, while the rendered illumination granularity is increased. Similar observations for other basic patterns and for the edge fitting criterion can also be drawn from Fig. 7.

In this section, we discussed the performance of different basic patterns to provide guidelines for the design of LED illumination modules. In practice, these patterns can be implemented or approximated through collimating optics [16], [17]. For instance, due to the rapid development of solid state lighting technologies, there appears great variety of basic illumination patterns [7], [8]. Therefore, it would be easy to implement the basic illumination patterns proposed in this paper, however discussions on the details of such optics are beyond the scope of this paper. Furthermore, the collimating optics are located near the LEDs, and at the far field, the combined effect from the LEDs and the optics can be still treated as that from a point source. Therefore, all the results presented above, e.g., the scaling property, are still valid in the presence of such collimating optics.

Further, we only consider the lighting system with a larger number of LEDs in this paper. When the number of LEDs is small, especially when the edge effects play a significant role, we might have different observations, e.g., the monotonic behavior for the uniformity achieved through the Gaussian basic pattern may not hold, [5]. Nevertheless, as shown in Section I, for the application scenario considered in this paper, the edge effects are negligible, hence we will not provide further discussions on the edge effects in this paper.

Moreover, given the regular LED array considered for the convenience of mass production, we do not consider significant differences among the LEDs in terms of peak intensity, color and angular distribution, etc., which can be solved by binning operations [18] during production, in a future lighting system.

Finally, we focus on an analytical approach, instead of another widely used approach of Monte Carlo simulation, when evaluating the performance of illumination rendering in this paper. This is because we consider uniform illumination rendering by an infinite LED array to neglect the edge effects. In this case, the Monte Carlo method is not applicable. Further, the analytical approach allows an efficient evaluation of the performances achieved at different distances (see (15)), which can not be as efficiently accomplished by the Monte Carlo method.

VI. COMPARISON OF TRIANGULAR, SQUARE AND HEXAGONAL GRID SHAPES

In previous sections, we presented a framework for evaluating the performance of illumination rendering by a square (rectangular) array of LEDs. In this section, we extend the framework to other regular LED grid shapes and compare their results with that of the rectangular grid shape. For uniform illumination rendering, it is desirable to have a regular LED grid shape with rotational symmetry. It is well known that we only need to consider three such basic grid shapes. We show this result in Lemma 3 and a simple proof is presented in Appendix II.

Lemma 3: For a two-dimensional regular grid which covers the entire space, if it is symmetric under rotations over an angle $\psi$, where $0 < \psi < \pi$, then the regular grid must be either triangular, square or hexagonal.\(^3\)

\(^3\)The grid shapes, as illustrated in Fig. 9, are named according to the reciprocal shapes of the LED lattice.
Fig. 9 depicts the three grid shapes, where the minimum distances between two LEDs are denoted as $s_{a1}$, $s_{a2}$, and $s_{a3}$, respectively. In this section, the performances of the three grid shapes are discussed and compared. To make a fair comparison, we assume the LED densities and the basic illumination patterns are the same for the three grid shapes. The area of each basic component grid can be obtained as $A_1$, $A_2$, and $A_3$, respectively, and hence $s_{a1} = (4/\sqrt{3}) s_{a2}$ and $s_{a2} = (\sqrt{3}/2) s_{a3}$.

From Fig. 9, the LED array with triangular and hexagonal grids can be seen as consisting of four and two LED arrays with rectangular grids, respectively. Hence, the RMSEs for these two grids can be obtained similarly as was done in the previous sections. More specifically, we compute the RMSE in the unit region of any of the component rectangular grid for the sake of convenience and the results are equivalent, because the unit rectangular region consists of multiple unit hexagonal or triangular grids. Eventually, we get that the RMSE for the triangular and hexagonal grid are shown in (26)–(27) at the bottom of the previous page. We only consider two basic illumination patterns, i.e., the Gaussian pattern and the linear combination of the Gaussian and raised-cosine pattern (see Section V-E), in order to compare the RMSE for the three grid shapes. These two basic patterns correspond to the spontaneous LED illumination pattern and the best basic pattern we have obtained for the square grid respectively. The RMSE for different grid shapes is depicted in Fig. 10(a) and (b) for the center and edge fitting criterion, respectively. In Fig. 10(a), when the basic illumination pattern is Gaussian, the RMSE for the hexagonal grid is roughly 2 dB lower than that for the square grid, which in turn is roughly 3 dB lower than that for the triangular grid. The linear combination of the Gaussian and raised-cosine is applied with $\alpha_1 = 0.6$ and $\alpha_3 = 0.8$ for the center fitting criterion and edge fitting criterion, respectively. For this basic illumination pattern, the same order of performance, in terms of worst case RMSE, still holds. This order of performances is reasonable in the sense that the number of neighboring LEDs with the smallest distance varies from three to four and five, when the grid varies from triangular into square and hexagonal. Similar observations can also be made from Fig. 10(b).
This means that a more uniform illumination effect can be achieved by arranging the same number of LEDs in the hexagonal rather than in the square or the triangular grid. In other words, if we only need to obtain a desired level of uniformity, we can decrease the number of LEDs to reduce the cost, or reduce the beam width of the LEDs to provide better granularity in rendering other patterns.

To further quantify the advantage of the hexagonal grid, we can also compare the LED densities at the same RMSE performance. The performance of uniform pattern rendered by a square and a triangular LED array as the LED density increases, is shown in Fig. 11(a), where the beam width of the Gaussian pattern is equal to the raised-cosine pattern in terms of the center fitting criterion. As a reference, the RMSE rendered by a hexagonal LED array at height \( h_o \) is also shown in Fig. 11(a). It is shown that \((1,15 - 1)/1,15 = 13\% \) and \((1,65 - 1)/1,65 = 39\% \) LEDs can be saved if we use a hexagonal grid instead of a square and triangular grid to achieve the same performance in terms of RMSE. For the Gaussian pattern whose beam width is equal to the triangular, respectively, while achieving identical granularity can be saved if hexagonal grid is used instead of square and triangular grid, respectively. Note that similar insights can also be obtained for finite number of LEDs in [5], and for the sampling and reconstruction of 2-D signals in [19], [20]. This fact illustrates that the results and insights obtained in this paper can be also widely applied to other different practical scenarios.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a mathematical framework is presented to investigate illumination rendering by an array of LEDs, and guidelines are provided to design an LED illumination system. We focus on uniform illumination rendering by LEDs with narrow beams and analyze performance in terms of the proposed cost function, the RMSE. We proved that maximum uniformity in illumination rendering can be achieved by setting the intensity levels of all the LEDs to be identical. We also presented the scaling rule of the basic illumination pattern with respect to the distance from the ceiling and thus proposed a convenient approach to evaluate the performance of uniform illumination rendering across a range of distances. This scaling property is also potentially useful for practical engineers when designing other nonuniform patterns. Through the design of the basic illumination pattern of a single LED, we conclude that significantly better performance can be achieved, using the proposed weighted combination of Gaussian and the raised-cosine function instead of the conventional Lambertian function. The residual rendering error achieved due to this proposed basic pattern is hardly perceivable. Note that the patterns discussed and proposed in this paper can be implemented or approximated through collimating optics. Moreover, through comparing three different LED grid shapes, namely the triangular, square and hexagonal grids, we not only confirm the intuition that hexagonal grid shape is better, but also conclude numerically that better uniform illumination pattern, 2 and 5 dB in terms of RMSE, can be achieved by using hexagonal, instead of square or triangular grid. Alternatively, 13% and 39% LEDs can be saved if hexagonal grid is used instead of square and triangular, respectively, while achieving identical granularity in localized illumination rendering and identical performance in uniform illumination rendering. A potential direction for further study would be to investigate localized illumination rendering through an array of LEDs.

APPENDIX I

DEDUCTION OF (12)

In this appendix, we give a detailed deduction for (12). See (28)–(31) at the bottom of the page, where (30) and (31) follow from the first and last equation of (10), respectively.

Now, consider the fact that the sequence \( \{ F_b(l (1/s_0), n (1/s_0); h) \} \), where \( l \) and \( n \) are integers,
\[ \sum_{l,n} \left| F_k \left( \frac{1}{s_0}, n \frac{1}{s_0} ; h \right) \right|^2 = \frac{1}{s_0^2} \int_{-s_0/2}^{s_0/2} \int_{-s_0/2}^{s_0/2} \left( \sum_{l=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} s_0^2 f_h(x - ls_0, y - ns_0 ; h) \right)^2 dx dy \]

and \[ \sum_{l=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} s_0^2 f_h(x - ls_0, y - ns_0 ; h) \] where 

\(-s_0/2 \leq x, y \leq s_0/2\) consist of a two-dimensional Fourier pair in terms of discrete-time Fourier transform, we have [see (32) at the top of the page] from the Parseval’s theorem. The two-dimensional form of the Parseval’s theorem is a simple extension of the one-dimensional form [21].

Substituting (32) into (30), we get

\[
\xi_{\text{RMS}}(h) = \left[ \frac{1}{T^2} \sum_{l,n} \left| F_k \left( \frac{1}{s_0}, n \frac{1}{s_0} ; h \right) \right|^2 - 1 \right]^{1/2} = \frac{1}{F_k} \left[ \sum_{\{l,n\}^2 \neq 0} \left| F_k \left( \frac{1}{s_0}, n \frac{1}{s_0} ; h \right) \right|^2 \right]^{1/2} \]

(33)

where the last equation follows from the fact that \( F_k(0, 0; h) = F_k \) that can be derived from (13).

**Appendix II**

**Proof of Lemma 3**

Proof: Set a point on a grid as the coordinates \((0, 0)\). We can take a vector, connecting this point to one of its neighboring points on the grid. Let this vector be represented as \([1, 0]^T\), where \((\cdot)^T\) denotes the transpose operation.

Due to the property of rotational symmetry, there is another vector \([\cos \psi, \sin \psi]^T\), connecting this point to another neighboring point on the grid. These two vectors can be taken as a set of bases for the two-dimensional grid, any other point on the grid can be written as integer combination of these two vectors.

Also due to the property of rotational symmetry, there must be another vector \([\cos 2\psi, \sin 2\psi]^T\), where \(0 < \psi < \pi\), connecting the origin to the third neighboring point on the grid. Hence, we know that

\[
[\cos 2\psi, \sin 2\psi]^T = x_1 [1, 0]^T + x_2 [\cos \psi, \sin \psi]^T
\]

(34)

where \(x_1\) and \(x_2\) are both integers. Hence, we get \(\sin 2\psi = x_2 \sin \psi\), which can be simplified into \(\cos 2\psi = x_2 / 2\). Since 

\(-1 < \cos \psi < 1\), \(x_2\) can be only \(-1, 0, 1\), and \(\psi\) can be, thus, only be \(2\pi/3, \pi/2, \text{or } \pi/3\), which in turn results into triangular, square, or hexagonal grid, respectively.
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